
A  

 In the 1400s people became obsessed by ancient manuscript and started collecting works of art from ancient 
times. They thought these manuscripts could reveal mysterious things 

 In the 1200s people became obsessed by ancient things and started collecting skeletons from ancient tombs.  

 In the 1600s people became obsessed by modern manuscript and started collecting works of art from modern 
times. They thought these manuscripts could reveal mysterious things 

B 

 The Medici sponsored a poor priest to become a pope (his name was Antonio Bardello) 

 The Medici sponsored a pirate (Baldassarre Cossa) to become a pope  

 The Medici sponsored a German knight to become a pope  
C 

 Giovanni De Medici (Cosimo’s father) had a bakery 

 Giovanni De Medici (Cosimo’s father) had a wool shop 

 Giovanni De Medici (Cosimo’s father) was a butcher 
D 

 The cathedral in Florence had stayed for more than a century without a dome 

 The cathedral in Florence had a very ugly dome 

 The cathedral in Florence went destroyed in a fire 
E 

 Brunelleschi was a very respected and powerful man, for this reason the Medici decided to gamble on his genius 
and entrusted him to design the Cathedral’s dome 

 Brunelleschi was a very unconventional man, nevertheless the Medici decided to gamble on his genius and 
entrusted him to design the Cathedral’s dome 

F 

 Brunelleschi sparked an architectural revolution across Europe - he was the first using again the classical orders 

 Brunelleschi sparked an architectural revolution across Italy - he was the first using bricks 
G 

 Brunelleschi was afraid his ideas for the dome might be stolen so he wrote his calculation in codes 

 Brunelleschi was afraid his ideas for the dome might be stolen so he kept his drawings in a safe 
H 

 Brunelleschi went to Milan to study the Duomo and Cosimo went with him 

 Brunelleschi went to Rome to study the Pantheon and Cosimo went with him 
I 

 The Bortolotti family were the Medici's enemies in Cosimo’s times 

 The Cupoloni family were the Medici's enemies in Cosimo’s times 

 The Albizzi family were the Medici's enemies in Cosimo’s times 
L 

 They had Cosimo imprisoned. Then Cosimo was soon released (because he paid) but was sent into exile. 
Anyway, without money, the people of Florence got tired of this new family. Agents of the pope descended to 
Florence and Cosimo's exile was over. He was offered control of the city and “modestly” accepted, and he 
became king in everything but name. 

 They had Cosimo imprisoned and tortured; then they sent him to France. In France Cosimo met some powerful 
soldiers who offered to come back to Florence, conquer the city for him and restore him to his power. Cosimo 
became king of Florence. 

M 

 Very soon the Medici factory became the most profitable factory in Europe 

 Very soon the Medici bank became the most profitable bank in Europe 
N 

 Wealth was transformed into prestige and power. Cosimo became the patron of arts, and patronage became a 
political strategy 

 Wealth transformed people. Cosimo became greedy and violent. Nobody liked him in town.  
O 

 10% of the Renaissance artists were active in Florence during Cosimo’s time 

 40% of the Renaissance artists were active in Florence during Cosimo’s time 

 70% of the Renaissance artists were active in Florence during Cosimo’s time 
P 

 Cosimo allowed artists to express themselves. He believed that if they were happy they could make better works 

 Cosimo wanted all artists to make his portrait and he treated them badly if the portrait was not good enough for 
his standards 

Q 

 In 1636 Brunelleschi's dome was finished, but Cosimo was so worried the dome could fall that he ordered all 
citizens to stay at home for a week and pray 

 In 1436 Brunelleschi's dome was finished. Cosimo arranged for big celebrations and invited the most powerful 
people from all over the world 

 

Medici film 1 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=GOAVRcI6mFU 
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